
NEW USES FOR OLD THINGS 
 
Everyone is looking for ways to cut costs these days, and one way is by taking items you already 
have and making them work double-duty. 
 
On The Early Show, Kris Connell of Real Simple magazine (www.realsimple.com) demonstrated 
several new uses for old products: 
 
SALT  
Salt is always a great choice for cleaning. If you go to the salt institute online 
there are lists of thousands of uses for salt. Using salt can help you save on regular household 
cleaners. 
 
1. To clean up a cracked egg -- cover the mess with a handful of salt, then wipe it up with ease. 
Our grandparents generation did not buy cleaners for every single spill. Using salt helps absorb 
the egg! Just leave on the egg and wipe. Easy, cheap, and clean! 
 
2. To remove tea stains -- sprinkle salt on a lemon peel, then rub it on a tea-stained cup. 
Take a lemon peel and salt and scrub! If you can't get the stain off right away leave in the solution 
on the glass in the sun. 
  
POST-IT NOTE 
1. To clean a keyboard  
Forget those expensive dust keyboard blowers! Run the sticky side between the keys to collect 
crumbs and bits of lint. 
 
CLEAR NAIL POLISH 
 
1. To seal an envelope  
When a flap won't stay stuck, find closure with clear nail polish. Acts as a seal/glue. 
 
2.To extend the life of jewelry   
Paint a thin coat onto a costume bauble to prevent it from losing its luster. This is meant to extend 
the life of metals not stones. Cheap and easy! 
 
FELT CIRCLES - Find adhesive extra felt circles that you might have used around the house to 
prevent furniture from scratching. 
 
1. To secure slinky garments  
Stick a felt circle onto each arm of a hanger to keep clothes from sliding off. Sometimes hanger 
that prevent sliding can cost a little extra. If you already have regular hangers in good shape then 
take advantage and use the felt circles on then - to help prevent sliding.  
  
2. To prevent tabletop scratches  
Attach a circle to the bottom of a vase so it doesn't scuff surfaces 
  
RUBBER BANDS 
1. To wrap a gift   
Use multiple colored rubber bands instead of ribbon to add modern flair to a small present. Save 
on ribbon! 


